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Analysis by X-Ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy of Deposits on Timber left by Bouncing Ball Lightning.
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Abstract

There have been many observations of ball lightning1 and its properties but almost all information is from personal reports of eye witnesses, whose recollections are subject to challenge and there is no lasting experimental evidence that can be tested or verified by others. However, the authors have in their possession a plank of wood on which there are two clear deposits of diameter ~ 4 cm left by ball lightning after it bounced twice on this piece of wood2. We have conducted X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy on these traces and find clear evidence of trace deposits of silicon, aluminium, calcium, titanium, iron and sulphur. It is quite clear that these deposits do not arise from the original timber, or the layer of varnish with which the timber is coated, but is from the deposit left by the ball lightning. We discount the possibility of the deposits being originally on the wood from some other origin. The Canberra Times report2 has a photograph of Joe Keunan specifically pointing to the trace marks as originating from the ball lightning. Two of us have extensively interviewed the observer, Joe Keunan, now deceased. 

The fluorescence observations are not clearly consistent with existing theories of ball lightning, but we report the observations as objective evidence related to ball lightning for which account has to be taken. A recent theory of ball lightning proposes that the luminous ball consists of oxidising silicon produced after reduction by carbon of SiO2 from the vaporisation of sand by a lightning strike3. Why the motion of ball lightning is frequently counter to the prevailing breeze and why the ball is not dispersed but remains near the ground is not clearly explained. In another theory4, it is proposed that ball lightning is akin to a corona discharge, whose motion is driven from fields produced by charges dispersing in the ground after a lightning strike. But a very high resistivity of the earth is required for ball lightning to last of the order of 10 s. Perhaps the present X-ray fluorescence results suggest a combination of these two theories where ball lightning arises from dispersing ions in the air along the surface of the earth after a lightning strike. Potentials in the cloud for lightning strikes are of the order of 500 MV. Potentials of the lightning discharge near the ground would be of the order of 1 MV with a typical lightning current of 30 kA and a ground resistance of 30 .
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